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I was surprised to learn….
In general












That everyone was welcomed in the program no matter what school or who you were
How democracy isn't always smooth because there can be so many solutions and approaches to
any problem.
I was honestly surprised by the diversity of the group. I though it would mostly be schools from the
south Charlotte area, but I got to meet people from all over Charlotte instead!
I never knew we would cover things I care about such as teen domestic violence and LGBT. I
thought we would only talk about political things.
I learned that other students in CMS care about the same things that I do. It surprised me how
open we all are to speak about what we believe and what we wish to see in the future.
It was surprising to learn that our community is so diverse and unique.
I was so surprised about how things went. Before, I thought that the community worked in groups
and those groups only did their job in the community. If a group failed it was because of there
incompetence or if a group was a success it was because of there competence .But what I learned
is that in order for any group or organization to work effectively you need ALL the of the
community help.
That there were a lot more issues and good things in Charlotte than I thought.
All the career opportunities we were exposed to. I never knew what United Way even did.
I was surprised to learn about how the chain of the Charlotte government works and all the
different positions and organizations working to make Charlotte better.

Local issues and history













The rate of economic mobility in Charlotte because honestly I thought it was pretty easy for people
to succeed.
How much work goes into making Charlotte be successful as a city.
The amount of actual poverty in the Charlotte area.
I think I learned a lot about the economic disparity in Charlotte. Being a resident in South Charlotte,
I am isolated in a small bubble where I'm not exposed to the true issues here.
One thing I was surprised to learn was about the bussing that happened in the past and how not
only the schools, but the whole city was greatly affected from this. This surprised me because I was
not aware of this situation in the past, and now I was able to know more about our history.
I never knew that busing was a tactic back then to try to integrate different races.
The fact that CMS schools have basically become re‐segregated over the years both along racial
and socioeconomic lines was shocking to me. It's 2016, the fact that equality still does not exist in
public schools really blows my mind. I think the local government needs to do something about it.
I was surprised to learn about the achievement gap. It is not a term I had heard about.
I was surprised that schools are still segregated. I had never thought about where I fit in with a
topic like segregation.
One thing I was surprised to learn about was Charlotte's stance in segregation. And when I say
segregation, I mean segregation in between the economic levels of the people living in Charlotte. I
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was so surprised to learn about segregation being an actual problem. I was so surprised to learn
about it, because throughout the program not only did we receive a multitude of statistics and
facts but we also got to see it for ourselves throughout the tours of some communities.

Making a difference










The most surprising thing for me was how much of an impact even the smallest change can make.
If you do something so minute as adding a streetlight, you can completely change someone's life
for the better! It surprised me because it doesn't seem like changing some things will make that
much of a difference, but now I see that it always does.
The amount of hard work it takes to get all of the work done in this city.
I was surprised to learn more about how we can actually affect the community. And how much
value that we all have to the community
That students could actually have a say so in rules and policies implemented here.
How slow the action takes place in school policy because of the lack of progress on the student on
the School Board.
How many young men and women cared about their local government and officials
That youth's opinions were relevant.
Charlotte had adults that wanted to listen to our opinions

CMS














I didn't realize that the Charlotte Mecklenburg school system was so large and I learned of a lot of
schools that I had never heard of before. This put in perspective how difficult it must be to control
and supervise all of the different schools.
I was surprised to learn that teacher vacancies was a district wide issue because I was not aware of
occurrences at other schools. Now I know!
How much money CMS actually put into schools and pay teachers. The reason being is because I
want to be a teacher.
How much money CMS schools actually get
I was surprised to hear about what was happening with the student assignment because I never
heard about it until I started attending youth council meetings.
One thing that I was surprised to learn was that CMS re‐draws school lines every 10 years.
How much consideration is taken into approving more money for CMS
I was surprised to learn about the school systems in detail through questioning the candidates for
the school board during the election season. It was interesting to learn their ideas of how to
improve the CMS school system, through maybe increasing magnet schools.
I was surprised to hear about other public schools and the situations occurring there. Going to a
private school, I have been mostly shielded from a lot that my fellow students were experiencing.
Problems with teachers, bullying, and other problems that really shocked me.
I was surprised to learn that there are schools in CMS that has very few, if any, African‐American
students and vice versa. I would expect CMS to have schools with a sufficiently diverse population.

After being in the program, I am different because…
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I learned and made diverse friends










It impacted me by giving me a broader view of Charlotte then before and friends I would of never
meet before
Yes! I feel a lot more comfortable discussing local politics and expressing my opinion in groups. I
have also made so many new friends!!
I learned a lot of information from my peers at the meetings about what was going on in our
community and outside of it. I looked at politics and issues differently now that I have more insight
on what is really going on around me.
It impacted me because I now, have not and won't take serious situations for granted. I also have
friendships coming out of this program so I'm grateful for the friendships.
I learned so much and met so many different people.
I am different now because it has made me a much more open minded individual.
They made me feel like I had a home away from home. I have matured a lot since being in the
program and I have also learned a lot.
This has impacted me in a positive way, because compared to when I started the program I feel like
I have grown mentally. I feel like I have grown mentally, because there were many opportunities
that we took and I felt like they helped me develop my thinking skills. I also feel like it has helped
me a lot with becoming more involved, not only throughout the community but also within school.

I am a confident civic leader who can make a difference











I am different now than when I started because I am informed of issues regarding our community
but I now know how to be a leader and make a difference!
I would most definitely I am different from when I first began the program. I actually want to be a
part of fixing the education system and speaking up for what I believe in.
I learned how to actively participate in debate and listen to others opinions openly even if they
aren't the same as mine. I learned to listen to others instead of talking.
I've become a better community leader, this has helped me put myself out there more, and speak
what I think. I have always been scared to talk in situations like this, so I really got better at this.
Also, I've become more aware of schools and other students in Charlotte, I feel more
knowledgeable regarding our community.
I learned a lot of good leadership and presentation skills. I've grown as a person too.
Before youth council I thought that I couldn't change anything in our community. I thought that if I
wanted to improve any thing there was nothing I could do if I wanted to straight up get rid of
something it was going to be the impossible. But when I went to the Youth council meetings and
heard all of these important people talking about how much I could do with just my student voice.
It inspired me to bring about change in our community and it has motivated me to become more
engaged in our community than I ever thought possible.
I feel like I am a lot more aware of all of the issues and good things in Charlotte. I am now also a lot
more passionate about letting people know more about everything going on Charlotte.
I am definitely more aware of everything going on in Charlotte, both politically and socially. I like
this because it makes me sound smarter when I talk with my peers ;)
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I am different now because I was not so open‐minded about the problems in our community. Now
I'm very broad‐minded and I really want a change in the community to make it all better
Yes, now I am not only more involved in discussions in my school but I am also someone who starts
these deep conversations.
I'm different now that I've gotten to share or voice my opinion with people that can really impact
this nation.
It impacted me because I feel like I finally have a voice
It has shown me that there is hope for the future generations seeing how successful all these
people are in our group and will be
When I became apart of this program it opened my eyes to the different view points and helped
my resume grow.
It opened my eyes to what’s happening in my community and that I can help.
I am more aware of community problems now and see that we need to and can all get involved.

I understand how the community works and about different issues and views















This experience gave me insight into our local community that no other program could have, and
this opens my mind to broader ideas on current political issues. We have closely followed current
issues and discussed many of them in depth. Our knowledge we comment in respect to these
issues we derive from government officials that are the people who solve these issues.
I learned a lot about the local government, policy making procedures, non‐profit organizations,
topics debated by our own city council and much more. This program opened my eyes up to many
opportunities and let me witness things I have never seen before. It was a truly amazing
experience.
Before I joined I really didn't know as much as I did about Charlotte. Now because I know the data
and percentages of info. It makes me wiser.
it impacted me by having me be more aware of not just the little things in our community today,
but also to the history of our city and how it came to be. Also I now know more about other
schools and more open to different viewpoints.
It has impacted my role as a student and citizen in a positive way. I have a greater perspective of
my community from when I first started.
By learning perspectives of many people and areas, I'm more knowledgeable about different
situations.
It has impacted me by showing me what the city council, and school boards are doing to make it a
better place for the kids and the adults in Charlotte.
I feel like I am much more aware of the complexity of running a school which helps me be more
understanding and realistic.
It changed me by helping me to learn more about the way the government works and the way that
people in politics think. It's much different from a scientist or a teacher. By listening to some
amazing leaders speak and talking with them, I was able to learn this.
It has impacted my political knowledge drastically. Prior to joining the program, I despised politics
and had little knowledge about it, however, after joining the program, I have a deeper interest in
politics, due to the insight the program gave about the field.
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I will definitely think first before criticize any the officials because they really do an important job!
I have become more aware of what is going on in Charlotte. I pay more attention to news about
CMS in particular. I have also become more aware of the plethora of projects going on in Charlotte,
such as the transportation system and the proposed mini‐city.
I have a different view point, a broader perspective that's helping me be more open minded.
CMYC has given me a look into a career field that I aspire to be a part of. I have always wanted to
be a judge or teacher, but before attending these meetings I never even knew what a government
center was, let alone knowing a judge or school official. I am able to have an awareness of some of
charlotte's local policies and policies going on around the world. The conversation with all of the
other students and high school scholars makes me feel intelligent and like I could grow up to be
successful as a judge, teacher, or anything.

My favorite session…
Talking with leaders














My favorite session is when we talked to the city manager. It was cool to get insight on his daily
activities and schedules.
The one where we got to see Mayor Roberts take the oath of office because I felt like I was a part
of a big moment in our city's history, and it was cool to see how the process and exchange of
power works. It was also awesome that we got to meet the mayor!
The Youth Summit because of all of the leaders that came and voiced their opinions and listened to
what students had to say about issues.
I liked learning about the county’s work with teen dating violence, health, and parks.
When we talked to Ann Clark and attended the WFAE debate because it was really interesting.
I really liked talking to the CMS Board Members when they came to our meeting.
I really enjoyed the session when we split into small groups and worked with leaders of charlotte,
and discussed difficulties in moving up of social status in Charlotte. I found this very interesting, it
made me feel very lucky about the opportunities I've been given since I was born, and it made me
want to make a change.
The session when the alumnis come and talk to us because they tell the truth concerning college.
The session I liked the best was when we interviewed the mayors to be. I had a great time really
getting to know Mr. Peacock. I have never met a Republican before. Although he did not win, I still
understood his point of views and he said some really encouraging words.
When the GenerationNation alumni came to speak to up about college and leadership

Learning about public education



Where we talked about what is most important to CMS with a journalist because since I don't go to
a CMS school it was great to see what really is important in schools
The one I liked the best was the one about busing because that was a big issue and topic for me
and I had a lot to say.
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When we went around different tables and were able to speak to different school board
candidates.
I liked the session with the school board election candidates because it gave insight about the
school system that I am currently a student it. It gave information about the school system’s needs
and the improvements the candidates planned to make to it.
I liked when Dr. Amy Hawn Nelson came and talked about diversity in schools. It helped me to see
the other side of the student assignment controversy.
The session I liked the most was when we talked about the history of bussing and how it has
changed schools throughout the years.
My favorite session was the session with Amy Hawn Nelson. I feel like I was able to learn a LOT
about student assignment and the true story behind Charlotte.
I liked when we talked about HB2. It was such a controversial topic being discussed so everyone got
involved in the discussion. Everyone!
HB2 discussion was amazing.
Talking about economic mobility.
My favorite session would have to be the one where we split up into different groups & discussed
different topics about our city.
The session I liked the best was when we were able to divide up into smaller groups and discuss
different subjects within our group and later share with everyone. I enjoyed this because we were
able to know more about the people in our small group.

Exploring the city












I liked the session where we listened to a speaker talk about city improvement through
ameliorating parks or adding bike lanes. I liked this best because it seemed like very simple projects
that even high school students could become involved in to better our community.
My favorite session would have to be when we did a walking tour of our city. It's my favorite
because it showed me some of the hidden beauties of our city.
The one we walked around the city and went to United Way because it was fun and we all got to
know each other.
The session I liked the most was the session we had, when we got a tour of Charlotte. It was a part
of Charlotte were I saw every body working together to help the community and were I saw the
community helping the people.
When we toured Charlotte to learn more about zoning and see how the city grows.
Because it included kinesthetic activities and learning history in real locations.
I enjoyed the tour of the city on the bus the most. I was able to see more of the city and learn more
about here everything is.
The session where we went downtown and to United Way. We got to explore and see parts of
Charlotte I didn't know existed. I'm a naturally adventurous so it was really fun for me.
I liked the session where we got to tour the town and see all the historical feature that are
imbedded within all of their architecture.
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I enjoyed the session in which we traveled around the city because I was able to see parts of the
city that I had not seen before. I also learned about the differences between the different areas of
Charlotte.
The session that I liked the best was when we went on the tours of East and West Charlotte. I liked
that session the best because we got a chance to be outside a room actually go around Charlotte. I
also liked it because although I lived in Charlotte, we toured places I had never been around, and I
thought that was just very interesting.
I loved the session where we simulated a city council meeting. It was a very unique experience and
was eye‐opening.
Going to different places was eye‐opening and helped me see the struggles that exist
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Student feedback
Knowledge of topic

Start of year

End of year

1= low 5= high

1= low 5= high

Growth

Local government

1.81

3.42

47%

Local civic issues

1.68

3.97

58%

Different perspectives

2.16

4.42

49%

Civic leadership

2.10

3.61

42%

How public policy decisions are made

2.03

3.32

39%

Who makes the decisions

1.71

3.32

47%

Needs of other schools & neighborhoods

2.42

4.10

41%

How to engage in and impact civic issues

1.81

4.19

57%

Topic

Result

Learned about community issues and perspectives this year

100%

Talked with a community leader about an issue this year

100%

Met youth from other schools and parts of the community this year

100%

Know how to read and analyze information

94%

Can make good decisions

93%

Am a confident communicator

91%

Consider myself a leader

88%

Want to play a role in making my school, neighborhood, and community better

89%

Know how to collaborate with different kinds of people

89%

Believe local officials understand the needs of youth (change from 2013‐14 program)

74% (+16%)

Believe community leaders involve youth when evaluating and making decisions
impacting kids (change from 2013‐14 program )

71% (+17%)

Plans for the future. I will…

Result

Serve in group leadership role

95%

Volunteer

96%

Register and vote

94%

Understand government

89%

Use and understand news and information

92%

Graduate high school

100%

Attend and graduate college

93%

Get a job in a field of interest

95%

Live in Charlotte as a young professional

75%

(GenerationNation has begun to survey program alumni to assess their continued engagement and leadership after high
school graduation. Benchmarks will be developed for future data.)

